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1. Introduction
We believe that effective teaching and learning requires excellent behaviour in all aspects of school life.
As such, we will create a purposeful environment through:
a. Structures
b. Environment
c. Early intervention
d. Building relationships with parents
a. Structures
Terra Nova has clear rewards and consequences in place. In addition, Terra Nova trains staff rigorously
to ensure that they are able to effectively manage behaviour inside and outside of classrooms.
b. Environment
Terra Nova makes sure that there are always sufficient numbers of staff to ensure that children are
physically safe and free from harm. In addition, the school will ensure that all children are taught about
personal safety and incidences of violence, bullying or harassment are dealt with swiftly and
consistently.
c. Early intervention
Terra Nova tries wherever possible to be proactive rather than reactive.
d. Building relationships with parents
Terra Nova builds meaningful and fruitful relationships with parents and will involve them actively in
writing, reviewing, and implementing behaviour policies.

e. Encouraging responsibility
Terra Nova teaches and encourages children to take responsibility for their actions. Any sanction applied
has a restorative element to ensure children understand what they have done, the effect of their action
on others and what they can do better in future.
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2. Rules
We have three rules in our school:
1. Be ready for learning.
2. Take pride in our school.
3. Show respect.
1. Being ready for learning means we:
•
•
•
•
•

arrive at school and to lessons on time.
bring the correct books and equipment every day.
ensure homework is complete on time, ready for new learning.
ensure mobile phones are handed in to form tutors at the start of the day.
bring focus to our studies and work hard.

2. Taking pride in our school means we:
• wear the correct uniform, in school and to and from school, with pride.
• are responsible for shared spaces around the school, keeping them clean and tidy.
• take pride in ours and others success (together we are our school), celebrating success and
sharing that success and pride with our families and the wider community.
3. Showing respect means we:
• are polite to all we encounter – teachers, parents, visitors and other children, and treat all
people as we would wish to be treated.
• move around the school in a considered way, alert to other’s needs, holding doors open for
others and using our ‘inside voices’.
• line up outside the classroom in silence.
• ‘STAR’ in class – Sit up straight, Track the speaker, Ask and answer questions and show Respect
by listening carefully.
• never insult or undermine any member of staff, visitor or child.
• never use racist, sexist, homophobic, transphobic or other discriminatory language.
• follow instructions issued by a member of staff first time, every time.
• never fight, play-fight or engage in any other form of physical abuse at any time.
• never touch other people’s property without asking and treat their belongings with respect.
• volunteer when opportunities to help others present themselves.
We expect all children to follow these rules. There are no rewards for following these rules. They ensure
that every child has the best opportunity to learn in class and to enjoy school. Following the School Rules
is an expectation.
Teachers re-teach the School Rules at the start of each school year and reinforce the rules throughout
the year. The School Rules are interpreted by the teacher and children using age-appropriate language
and are displayed in every class at the start of the school year. In class displays will also include our STAR
behaviour poster (Appendix A).
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3. Rewards
Rewarding virtuous behaviour
At Terra Nova we particularly prize five character virtues. As such, Terra Novians are:
a. Resilient
b. Open Minded
c. Confident
d. Disciplined
e. Kind
a. Being Resilient, means:
• We finish what we start.
• We keep going in spite of obstacles and setbacks.
• We take pleasure in completing tasks.
b. Being Open Minded, means:
• We love to explore and discover new things and we find the subjects and contexts we study
fascinating.
• We consider new ideas and listen to others’ opinions without pre-judgment or prejudice.
• We make the most of new experiences.
c. Being Confident, means:
• We are sure about our own abilities and share them with others.
• We understand that they we are not more important than others and that we are no less
important than others.
• We offer our knowledge and skills to help others succeed.
d. Being Disciplined, means:
• We think carefully about how to act in situations and then act well.
• We channel our emotions to ensure we act appropriately.
• We control the way we work and play to achieve our goals.
e. Being Kind, means:
• We are friendly, caring and considerate to other people.
• We share our things, our knowledge, our friendship and our time with other people. Putting
others needs before our own.
• We act for others and understand the value of service.
We encourage all children to develop and demonstrate these character virtues by instilling a sense of
pride in doing so and by noticing, celebrating and rewarding virtuous behaviour.
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School wide rewards
Rewards, in the form of house points, are given to children to reinforce behaviours that exemplify our
core virtues of Resilience, Open Mindedness, Confidence, Discipline and Kindness. The children
exhibiting these behaviours are role models for the rest of the children and are given a high profile.
House points are awarded frequently, emphasising the reason they have been given.
Up to two HPs can be awarded to children at a time. On award of a house point, children are given a
coin which they deposit in the House Point jar located outside the headteacher’s office.
House totals are recorded on Trackit Lights by class teachers (appendix B).
In the Friday assembly the House leading that week is announced and children receiving an award are
celebrated.
Children are awarded a certificate on reaching:
•
•
•
•
•

100 HPs (Bronze Award)
200 HPs (Silver Award)
300 HPs (Gold Award)
400 HPs (Diamond Award)
500 HPs (Platinum Award)

Individualised rewards
Children who find it difficult to exhibit virtuous behaviours on a daily basis have other systems available
to encourage and motivate them, e.g. class based reward systems, achievement certificates, certificates
home, positive phone calls home, behaviour books etc.
A behaviour chart may be used to identify target behaviours and specify specific reward for these. Such
charts may be published in class and shared with all the children. In this way each child’s virtuous
behaviour becomes the concern and responsibility of the class.
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4. Sanctions
Sanctions for breaking our School Rules are made clear to children and Trackit Lights (appendix B) is used
to record and monitor behaviour across the school. Emphasis is on children being accountable for their
actions, and children must understand that the way they behave is a choice that they make.
Applying sanctions in-class
If a child’s behaviour frustrates their own learning, is disruptive to the learning of others or negatively
impacts the class teacher’s ability to effectively support the class (that is to say, if the child breaks one
of our three rules: be ready for learning; take pride in our school; and, show respect). Each verbal
warning is issued clearly and includes a visual rule-reminder and choice before sanction.
Rule Reminder

Warning

Choice

Sanction

Warning
Process

Remind child the rule to be
followed.

Warn child of the
consequences of
non-compliance

Initiate sanction (issue
traffic light/stamp) or
praise compliance.

Example
Behaviour

One of three rules is to show
respect. That means that we
listen when somebody is
talking. You are not listening,
you are talking – please stop.

If you continue talk
you will have to
move to this seat at
the front.

Give the child
the choice of
compliance or
sanction
You have a
choice: stop
talking or
move to this
seat here.

Please come and sit
here – thankyou. or
Well done you really
listened carefully while
I was explaining that
task.

If behaviour does not change, a sanction is applied. The table below shows the progression of verbal
warnings and sanctions:
Behaviour

Sanction

Not following one of our three rules:
Not following the rule a second time:

Amber traffic light
Yellow traffic light – recorded as Yellow Stamp.

Not following the rule a third time:

Red traffic light – recorded as Red Stamp – Time Out.

If poor behaviour continues over a period of time, the following applies:
Receiving three Red Stamps within a term (Red Stamps reset termly):

Internal Exclusion.

Continuing to break rules following an internal exclusion:

External Exclusion.

Yellow Stamp
Yellow stamps, recorded on the traffic light system and are monitored by class teachers and tutors.
Where a pattern of yellow stamp behaviours are observed, the following will apply:
Yellow stamp

Support

Receiving 5 yellow stamps within a one week period.

A restorative meeting with the child’s form tutor and an email home.

Receiving a further 5 yellow stamps within a one week
period in the same half-term.

A restorative meeting with a member of the pastoral team, an email
home and privilege withdrawn.
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Time Out with the Deputy Headteacher or Assistant Headteacher
A child placed on time out will be asked to go to either the Deputy Headteacher or the Assistant
Headteacher for a short period (up to ten minutes). The child may be taken by an adult or another child,
or they may go by themselves, as appropriate. The child will be returned to class after the time out has
been served.
Red Stamp - reflection
When a child is issued a Red Stamp in class, they go for a reflection with the issuing teacher during break
or lunch time. During reflection, the child will complete a grey Reflection Card and will be guided by the
staff member to consider their behaviour and its effect on their own and others learning. The child may
be required to complete any classwork missed as a result of their behaviour.
When a Red Stamp is issued, parents are informed by email sent by the class teacher or tutor. The child
takes the grey reflection card home to share with their parents.
Subsequent Red Stamps result in increasing involvement from specialist staff and agencies:
Red Stamp 1 – Level 1
•
•

Email home from the issuing teacher, sent via the Form Tutor, to parents
Reflection Card completed with the issuing teacher – a copy is sent home for discussion

Red Stamp 2 – Level 2
•
•
•

Email home from a member of the Pastoral Team
Reflection Card completed with a member of the Pastoral Team – a copy sent home
Pupil will have a privilege withdrawn

Red Stamp 3 – Level 3
•
•
•
•

Email home from the Deputy Head/Assistant Head
Reflection Card completed with the Deputy Head – a copy sent home for discussion
Pupil will have a privilege withdrawn
Parents to attend a meeting with the Deputy Head, and a team of relevant staff, where a
Behaviour Plan/Contract will be drawn up for the pupil with agreed expected outcomes, time
periods and reviews.

Red Stamp 4 – Level 4
•
•
•

Email home from the Headmaster
Pupil will be suspended from School for a half day
Parents to attend a meeting with the Deputy Head/Headmaster, Class Teacher and SenCo,
where outside agency involvement will be discussed and agreed upon.
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Red Stamp behaviours
In some cases, a child’s behaviour can be so serious that the above system is overridden. These are ‘Red
Stamp’ behaviours. The following are classed as ‘Red Stamp’.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swearing at an adult or a child;
Deliberately hurting an adult or a child;
Racist or Homophobic insult directed toward an adult or a child;
Extreme violent behaviour;
Vandalism; and,
Leaving the classroom without permission to an unknown location / running away / refusing to
return to class within a specified time.

These incidents are fully investigated and dealt with by a member of the Pastoral Team. As previously,
when a Red Stamp is issued parents are informed and a meeting is arranged with the class teacher
and/or a member of the Pastoral Team and/or a senior leader to discuss behaviour.
Any incidents of deliberate verbal or physical abuse toward an adult will always result in a fixed term
exclusion. Any sexist, racist or homophobic incidents are investigated. They are recorded as a Red Stamp
incident and a text is sent home. Any such incidents that occur in class will be recorded on ISams and
CPoms. All racist and homophobic incidents are recorded by the SLT and reported to the governors and
recorded in the governing body meeting minutes.
Children who receive a Red Stamp are automatically excluded from representing the school in musical
or sporting events for at least one week. If a child is elected as a School House Captain or a School
Councillor exhibits Red Stamp behaviour they risk losing their position.
Internal exclusion
When a child is internally excluded they will remain on the school premises for the duration of the
exclusion. They will be educated in a specified location with an adult. They have no contact with any
other children in school, which means they follow alternative break time arrangements and take their
meals away from the school dining hall.
Fixed term exclusion
When a child receives a fixed term exclusion they are not permitted on the school premises during the
school day for the duration of the exclusion. Parents are expected to support the school’s decision by
keeping their child at home and ensuring any work given is completed during the time out of school.
When the time arrives for the child to return to school, the parent/carer will have a re-integration
meeting with their child and a senior Leader before they return to class. All details of the exclusion, and
how to appeal against it, are always given to the parent/carer in writing at the start of the exclusion.
Permanent exclusion
Permanent exclusions are given when a child has been involved in an incident of such severity that the
school no longer feels it is the appropriate place to educate the child. DfE guidelines are always followed
and the parent/carer is supported throughout the process.
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Sanctions and rewards at break times
In order to ensure consistency, rewards and sanctions in the playground mirror those in the classroom.
EYFS/Y1/2
In EYFS and Y1/2, Trackit Lights is simplified to meet the needs of the students (appendix D).
Prohibited sanctions
The Children’s Act specifically prohibits the use of corporal punishment. This means the intentional
application of force as a punishment and includes slapping, rough handling, striking with or without an
implement or throwing missiles at a child. Use of force as a punishment will result in disciplinary action,
in line with the school’s staff discipline policy.
Section 93 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006 enables school staff to use such force as is
reasonable in the circumstances to prevent a child from doing, or continuing to do, any of the following:
• committing any offence (or, for a child under the age of criminal responsibility, what would be
an offence for an older child);
• causing personal injury to, or damage to the property of, any child (including him or herself);
• prejudicing the maintenance of good order and discipline at the school or among any children
receiving education at the school, whether during a teaching session or otherwise.
Where physical restraint is applied the child will be told clearly that they are to be restrained. Where
possible they will be given a choice to stop the offending behaviour or be restrained. Staff will talk calmly
to the child being restrained throughout, giving reassurance and restating the choice they have to stop
the offending behaviour. Staff will not put themselves at risk in such a circumstance and restraint will
involve minimum force for the minimum amount of time.
All staff at the school have the authority to use force when reasonable, and this extends to any other
person whom the Head has given the responsibility to be in charge or in control of the children. Staff
can also use this power when they are lawfully in charge of children but off the school premises – i.e. on
a school trip.
When restraint is used, it is necessary for members of staff involved and any witnesses to make a
detailed report of the incident as soon as possible and hand this to a senior leader. Where handwritten,
the report should be signed and dated. The report must include:
• Details of where and when the incident took place.
• Circumstances and significant factors leading to the incident.
• The duration and nature of any physical restraint used.
• Names of children and staff involved.
• Description of any injuries sustained by children or staff.
• Description of any action taken after the incident.
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1. Support
In Terra Nova School we support our children who are experiencing behavioural, emotional or other
difficulties that might impede self-discipline and effective learning. As previously stated, we believe the
most effective way of supporting children in managing their behaviour is to praise and reward good
behaviour. However, where children are having difficulty conforming to the expected standards of
behaviour various strategies may be employed to help them improve. Early intervention and behavioural
change is always our aim. Strategies to support children to meet behavioural standards include:
a. Daily report.
b. Behaviour contract.
c. Individual support plan.
a. Daily report
Putting a child on Daily Report enables teachers, form-tutors or senior leaders to check on behaviour and
give instant feedback and encouragement where improvements are evident. A daily report is taken home
for parental signature each day and involves home and school in daily monitoring and support. Parents will
be informed if their child is placed on report.
b. Behaviour contract
Children and parents of children who persistently break school rules will be required to sign a behaviour
contract. This will identify agreed targets which are relevant to the particular child. This time-limited
contract will form a binding agreement to be referenced in subsequent conversations between the school,
the child and home.
c. Individual support plan
Children who repeatedly display inappropriate behaviours and whose behaviour indicates underlying
social/emotional issues are assessed by a member of the Pastoral Team and an Individual Support Plan
established. This might include: mentoring, art therapy or a reduction in mainstream lessons for a fixed
period of time. Support activities take place in the Learning Support centre Room. If a child is upset or
needs someone to talk to about an issue inside or outside of school, they can go to Learning Support Centre
Room and speak to a member of staff.
Individual Support Plans are agreed with parents as a result of a meeting between them and the school usually a member of the Pastoral Team and the Headteacher. This Support Meeting will consider the causes
for concern and the steps suggested to improve the situation. In drawing up the plan the school will, in
discussion with child and parents:

• Review any learning difficulties and put in place a programme of learning-support where
necessary.
• Consider changes to the teaching programme.
• Consider changes of sets or class.
• Consider offering specialist support and therapy.
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2. Bullying
Bullying (as defined by the DfE) is: deliberately hurtful, repeated behaviour - often over a period of time.
It may be physical or emotional and includes racist, sexist and homophobic behaviour. This behaviour
can also be communicated remotely, through text messages or via the internet.
At Terra Nova we aim to prevent bullying from happening in school and outside of school, including
cyberbullying, by teaching children to recognise different forms of bullying and the effects these have
on victim and perpetrator; teaching children strategies for prevention; and by identifying effective
procedures for dealing with incidents, and making these clear to children, parents, and staff. In the case
of online bullying, sanctions may be imposed even in relation to conduct which takes place outside
school premises.
The school challenges all forms of prejudice and prejudice-based bullying, which stand in the way of
fulfilling our commitment to inclusion and equality. Prejudices around disability and special educational
needs; prejudices around race, religion or belief, for example anti-Semitism and Islamophobia,
Travellers, migrants, refugees and people seeking asylum; and prejudices around gender and sexual
orientation, including homophobic and transphobic attitudes. We keep a record of different prejudicerelated incidents and provide a report to the governors about the numbers, types and seriousness of
prejudice-related incidents at our school and how we dealt with them. We review this data termly and
take action to reduce incidents.

3. Searching and confiscation
The Education and Inspections Act 2006 authorises our members of staff to use confiscation as a
disciplinary sanction if it is lawful. This means that staff may confiscate or seize items in the possession of
children that are illegal or banned by the school. Our first priority is to ensure that children are in a safe
and secure environment when they are in our care, and any items that may jeopardise the safety of other
children or themselves will be taken off children without notice.
A teacher or someone who has lawful control of the child can search a child with their permission to look
for any item that the school’s rules say must not be brought into school. Headteachers and other members
of staff authorised by them have the power to search a child without the child’s consent if they suspect
they are in possession of ‘prohibited items’. Items that can be searched for without consent include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

knives or weapons
alcohol, illegal drugs and legal highs
stolen items
e-cigarettes, tobacco and cigarette papers
pornographic images
articles that have been or could be used to commit an offence or cause harm.

The Education Act 2011 allows for staff seizing an electronic device to examine any data or files on the
device if they think there is good reason to do so. These data or files may be erased before returning the
item if they believe there is good reason to do this.
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4. Attendance
Regular attendance at school is required by law, and Terra Nova School takes attendance very seriously.
There is a register taken twice daily, and disciplinary action will be taken against any children who are
discovered to be truanting or are repeatedly late. Parents or carers will be contacted to discuss possible
reasons and school support systems that could help. More information can be found in the school’s
Attendance policy.

5. Regulating child’s offsite conduct
Children who are caught or known to have been misbehaving on the way to or from school, near the school
premises or where it would be considered reasonable to impose sanctions for behaviour outside school
e.g. cyberbullying, will be disciplined by the school. This also applies to children who break school conduct
during work experience, school trips, or extended school activities such as sports events, or any event
where poor behaviour might jeopardise the chances of future children participating.
Any off-site misbehaviour could result in sanctions. The school will take into consideration:
•
•
•
•

the severity of the misbehaviour;
the extent to which the reputation of the school has been affected;
the effect such an action may have on the other children;
the extent to which the behaviour has repercussions for the orderly running of the school/or
might impose a threat to another child or member of staff;
• whether the misbehaviour was on the way to or from the school or the child was taking part in
any school-organised or school-related activity; and
• if it was at a time when the child is in some other way identifiable as a child of the school or
might be expected to act as an ambassador for the school.

6. Complaints
The school has a standard complaints procedure. We encourage parents to take any complaints or
concerns to a staff member or the Headteacher, and the school will do everything in its power to help
resolve conflict or complaints swiftly and effectively. For details of the full complaints procedure see our
school complaints policy which is available on our school website.
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Appendix A
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Appendix B
Trackit Lights
Trackit Lights software enables teaching staff to record and monitor positive and negative behaviour. House
Points are awarded for positive behaviour and yellow/red stamps are issued for negative behaviour. All
behaviour is instantly logged into a reporting system within Trackit Lights and integrations with CPOMS log
Red Stamp behaviour straight to a student’s profile in CPOMS.
Website - https://trackitlights.com/
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Appendix C
EYFS Behaviour Chart – example A: Behaviour patterns are tracked and actioned appropriately by the
class teacher.

Y1/2 Behaviour Chart – example B: Language simplified and visual representation of the 3 school rules
used in Y1/2.
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